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In 2016, Marvel Comics had either a successful or disappointing sales period, 
depending on which sources and headlines one consults. One analysis noted that 
North American comics and graphic novel sales in 2016 were up 5 percent over the 
previous year, a small but seemingly positive (or at least neutral) sales trend for the 
industry.1 However, comics journalism outlets reported perceived troubles for Mar-
vel’s sales throughout the year, with hyperbolic headlines suggesting that DC Comics’ 
sales were so good that Marvel should feel “humiliated.”2 In March 2017, Marvel’s 
senior vice president of  sales and marketing, David Gabriel, turned these ambivalent 
trends into a full- blown controversy when he argued, following a summit with comic 
shop retailers, “What [Marvel editors and executives] heard was that people didn’t 
want any more diversity. They didn’t want female characters out there. That’s what 
we heard, whether we believe that or not. I don’t know that that’s really true, but 
that’s what we saw in sales.”3

1  Milton Griepp and John Jackson Miller, “Comics and Graphic Novels Sales Up 5% in 2016,” accessed 
December 29, 2019, https://www.comichron.com/yearlycomicssales/industrywide/2016-industrywide 
.html.

2  Rich Johnston, “DC Comics Humiliates Marvel with August 2016 Marketshare, as Diamond Sets a Rec-
ord Month of Sales,” Bleeding Cool News and Rumors, September 16, 2016, https://www.bleedingcool.
com/2016/09/16/dc-comics-humiliates-marvel-with-august-2016-marketshare-as-diamond-sets-a-
record-month-of-sales/; and John Mayo, “Marvel Sells More Comics, but DC Takes 7 of October’s Top 
10,” CBR, November 13, 2017, https://www.cbr.com/october-2017-comic-sales-charts/.

3  Milton Griepp, “Marvel’s David Gabriel on the 2016 Market Shift,” ICv2, March 31, 2017, https://icv2.com 
/articles/news/view/37152/marvels-david-gabriel-2016-market-shift.
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Responses from journalists and fans were too numerous and varied to detail 
here, but one notable trend was to connect Gabriel’s comment to North American 
comics’ distribution and retail structure: the direct market. Some critics defended 
Marvel’s intentions by locating blame with this distribution and retail structure; oth-
ers denounced Marvel for failing to educate fans and claimed that Marvel was essen-
tially blaming readers for its own failure to promote and distribute titles appropri-
ately.4 These critics also identified Gabriel’s comment as the beginning of  a familiar 
cycle of  canceling diverse titles after a period of  seeming abundance, reminiscent of  
the television practice of  moving from “racial narrowcasting” to less diverse pro-
gramming.5 These critics predicted a coming period of  scarcity for female characters 
and characters of  color in Marvel’s comics offerings.6

In this essay, I offer a brief  case study of  how Marvel Comics constructs an 
assumed audience through ambiguous and incomplete sales data, which they then 
mobilize in contradictory ways. Ambiguous data about audiences allows Marvel 
to justify promoting diverse titles as a sales strategy but also allows them to justify 
a lack of  racial diversity in characters or creators when these titles are canceled. 
Recent scholarship has identified comics’ “direct market”— particularly a distribu-
tion monopoly on monthly comics and the resultant privileging of  specialty comics 
retailers as points of  access for consumers— as locations of  racializing and gendering 
production practices that constitute larger economies of  comics culture. Distribution 
and sales reporting serve a gatekeeping function and are racialized in specific ways 
that allow publishers to claim to value diversity— and indeed, to cyclically produce 
diverse stories and characters— while simultaneously disavowing responsibility for 
centering and re- centering whiteness. The ways distribution and the measurement of  
sales are racialized illustrates how Marvel Comics, as a mainstream US comics pub-
lisher, arrives at seemingly “self- defeating” decisions that allow for experimentation 
but ultimately tend to reproduce Otherness.7

Before proceeding, a brief  explanation of  the North American comics industry’s 
direct market is necessary. The North American comics industry’s distribution and 
retail structure largely evolved from newsstand magazine sales, wherein unsold com-
ics purchased by retailers are refunded by publishers. However, this model became 
economically untenable as the comic book industry’s readership narrowed in the 
mid- 1950s; this contraction led to the rise of  comics’ direct market, a system wherein 
specialty retailers (such as comic book stores) order comics from the North American 
industry’s only retail distributor, Diamond Comics. In most cases, they cannot return 
unsold titles.8 Retailers therefore order comics they believe their customers are likely 
to purchase and assume the financial risk for unsold comics.

4  For example, Alex Abad- Santos argues that “people are incensed that Marvel blamed poor sales on 
diversity. But it’s complicated” in his connection of Gabriel’s comment to the direct market. See Alex 
Abad- Santos, “The Outrage over Marvel’s Alleged Diversity Blaming, Explained,” Vox, April 8, 2017, 
https://www.vox.com/culture/2017/4/4/15169572/marvel-diversity-outrage-gabriel. In contrast, Colin 
Spacetwinks excoriates Marvel for their seeming lack of transparency about how direct market sales 
are measured in a lengthy essay entitled “Shut the Fuck Up, Marvel,” https://spacetwinks.itch.io 
/shut-the-fuck-up-marvel.

5  Kristal Brent Zook, Color by Fox: The Fox Network and the Revolution in Black Television (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1999), 105.

6  Iron Spike (@Iron_Spike), “The problem isn’t ‘diversity.’ But it’ll take the blame. And for the next 10 
years, Marvel can sniff ‘We TRIED that, it doesn’t SELL,’ ” Twitter, March 31, 2017, https://twitter.com 
/Iron_Spike/status/847947181046861825.

7  Anamik Saha, Race and the Cultural Industries (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 2018), 139.
8  For more detail on the rise of the direct market, see chapter four of Shawna Kidman’s Comic Books 

Incorporated: How the Business of Comics Became the Business of Hollywood (Oakland: University of 
California Press, 2019).
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In this system, stories and assumptions about audiences— what Timothy 
Havens refers to as “industry lore”— proliferate at multiple levels, as publishers’ 
assumptions about their audience are filtered through retailers’ assumptions about 
their customers.9 In Gabriel’s controversial “diverse titles” comment, he asserts 
that Marvel “heard” from “people” and “saw in sales” that diverse titles weren’t 
financially viable. However, the precise contours of  who was heard from and what 
was seen are obscured through the direct market infrastructure. Marvel largely 
does not see what consumers purchase. Retailers’ perceptions of  what is or is not 
selling also are imprecise, as they depend on the quantities of  specific comics series 
that retailers order monthly (which again, are based on assumptions of  what their 
customers might purchase). In 2019, a small number of  retailers began participating 
in a pilot program to track their “sell- through” of  monthly comics to consumers, 
but this point- of- sale tracking is not the norm.10 To complicate the matter, Dia-
mond Comics’ effective monopoly on distribution and privileging of  specialty retail 
stores’ monthly orders also means that reported sales figures do not generally take 
into account comics purchased outside specialty retail shops (e.g., in bookstores, on 
Amazon, or from digital suppliers) and depend heavily on monthly sales of  single 
comics issues rather than collected editions (i.e., trade paperbacks).11 The reporting 
and interpretation of  these simultaneously amorphous and narrow sales metrics 
supports the proliferation of  gender-  and race- making lore about retailers, readers, 
and comics culture more broadly.

As the responses to Gabriel’s quote suggest, industry lore plays a major role 
in how comics publishers interpret sales data and other feedback with regard to 
comics readers. Suzanne Scott incisively unpacks Gabriel’s remarks to illustrate how 
Marvel imagines white male fans as their core audience, leading to a “vicious cycle” 
wherein marginalized fans’ concerns or preferences are half- heartedly addressed by 
producers and then dismissed to appease a “core” fan backlash if  not “immediately 
successful.”12 The dynamics of  this “vicious cycle” that Scott identifies parallel and 
complement the diversity boom- and- bust cycle identified by fans; Scott’s analysis, 
both of  Gabriel’s quote and in a larger examination of  female fans’ marginalization, 
clearly articulates how Marvel’s approach to diversity is formed through racializing 
and gendering logics and practices. Shawna Kidman, Benjamin Woo, and Nasreen 
Rajani explicitly connect the direct market to gendered practices, emphasizing com-
ics publishers’ focus on “privileged adult males” and identifying the comics shop as a 
common site of  gendered marginalization.13

Whereas Scott and other scholars focus primarily on gender, examining sales 
data as a form of  racialized industry lore related to the direct market demonstrates 
that these logics influence the production of  race in comics as well. Comics writer 
Christopher Priest, best known for his influential 1998 to 2003 Black Panther series, 
has specifically identified the comics shop and the direct market distribution system 

9  Timothy Havens, Black Television Travels: African American Media around the Globe (New York: New 
York University Press, 2013), 4.

10  Brigid Alverson, “ICv2 Insider Sessions: ComicHub Opens the Black Box,” ICv2, December 26, 2019, 
https://icv2.com/articles/news/view/44814/icv2-insider-sessions-comichub-opens-black-box.

11  For more on comics formats and distribution models, see Benjamin Woo and Nasreen Rajani, “Prac-
tices and Participation in Media Retail Communities: Comic Book Stores as Sites of Struggle,” in Point 
of Sale: Analyzing Media Retail, ed. Daniel Herbert and Derek Johnson (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers 
University Press, 2020).

12  Suzanne Scott, Fake Geek Girls: Fandom, Gender, and the Convergence Culture Industry (New York: New 
York University Press, 2019), 2– 3.

13  Kidman, Comic Books Incorporated, 138.
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as problems in publishers’ attempts to attract fans outside the assumed middle- class 
white male demographic. Priest, discussing his decision to stop working for Marvel 
after disagreements about the distribution and promotion of  his series The Crew 
(2003), argues that “normal comics distribution chains” are detrimental to promoting 
comics series to Latino and African American markets.14

Discourse regarding Marvel’s diversity controversy continued in 2017. Although 
Gabriel eventually downplayed his pronouncement about what Marvel “heard” and 
“saw in sales,” headlines about Marvel’s sales woes and Marvel’s cancellation of  
diverse titles continued apace. Two particular issues caught critics’ attention. In the 
build- up to the February 2018 release of  Black Panther (Ryan Coogler), an ongoing 
Black Panther series written by Ta- Nehisi Coates and one written by Roxane Gay 
and Yona Harvey were canceled. Also, by the time GLAAD had announced their 
2018 Outstanding Comic Book Award nominees, all of  Marvel’s nominated titles 
had been canceled; these included the two aforementioned Black Panther series, one 
of  which, Black Panther: World of  Wakanda, was Marvel’s first series ever by a Black 
woman writer. Critical assessments again identified poor sales and the direct market 
structure as key reasons for these series’ cancellations. Alex Abad- Santos cites a 
large decline in sales of  World of  Wakanda from its first to sixth issues and ultimately 
concludes that “there’s also a responsibility for fans to support the art they say they 
want to see” by pre- ordering comics from comic book retail shops.15 Although 
Abad- Santos explains the direct market to readers who might not be aware how their 
readership is and is not counted, he does not mention that Marvel canceled World of  
Wakanda before releasing a trade paperback (or TPB, a collected edition of  monthly 
comics), and thus only pre- orders through comics shops are counted.

Whereas monthly comics are mainly purchased through specialty comics shops, 
TPBs are often purchased at bookstores, online retailers such as Amazon, and 
school book fairs; sales of  these collected editions to consumers can also generally be 
tracked through NPD BookScan reporting, in contrast to monthly comics’ reliance 
on reports of  pre- orders from retailers. The issue of  readers “trade- waiting”— not 
purchasing a series until it is collected in a TPB— is a common topic of  discussion 
in comics journalism precisely because these sales are not taken into account when 
publishers make cancellation decisions.16 Coates’s other canceled Black Panther 
series, Black Panther & the Crew, was announced as canceled after only two issues, also 
allegedly due to poor sales.17 Sales figures do show that neither World of  Wakanda nor 
Black Panther & the Crew were among top- selling monthly comics. However, given that 
both titles were eventually released as trade paperbacks— and the canceled Black 
Panther & the Crew ran six issues, the typical number of  issues included in a TPB— 
Marvel appears to have believed that it would sell enough copies to merit collection 
and publication in this format.18 Thus, it seems that one set of  data on sales— 

14  Zack Smith, “PRIEST on BLACK PANTHER, Pt. 3: ‘Hubris & Arrogance’ Would Kill BLACK PANTHER Mov-
ie,” Newsarama, February 21, 2018, https://web.archive.org/web/20190623004519/https://www.newsara 
ma.com/25518-priest-on-black-panther-pt-3-enemy-of-the-state-and-the-panther-film.html.

15  Alex Abad- Santos, “Marvel Canceled Roxane Gay and Ta- Nehisi Coates’s Black Panther Comics. The 
Problem Goes beyond Marvel,” Vox, June 16, 2017, https://www.vox.com/culture/2017/6/16/15804600 
/marvel-cancel-roxane-gay-ta-nehisi-coates-comic.

16  Jessica Plummer, “Does Trade- Waiting ‘Hurt’ a Comic?” Book Riot, September 14, 2016, https://bookri 
ot.com/2016/09/14/does-trade-waiting-hurt-a-comic/.

17  Kwame Opam, “Ta- Nehisi Coates’ Black Panther & the Crew Comic Has Been Canceled,” The Verge, May 
13, 2017, https://www.theverge.com/2017/5/13/15636276/marvel-black-panther-and-the-crew-can 
celled-ta-nehisi-coates.

18  Black Panther & the Crew appears on the 2017 comics and graphic novel lists: “Top 1000 Comics— 2017, 
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Diamond’s monthly reports— were cited to cancel these diverse series while book 
sales metrics that are typically not included in comics sales data were used to support 
publishing the series’ TPBs.19

This example illustrates the malleability and imprecision of  sales reporting and 
data as well as the ambivalence introduced by contending with both the direct mar-
ket of  “core” readers and the broader, and likely more diverse, readership outside 
the direct market.20 When sales for Marvel’s main titles lag, pushing diverse creators 
and characters to the forefront is promoted as a financially sound strategy to attract 
new readers and to promote series outside of  specialty retailers. When Marvel’s 
sales slump or stagnate for a variety of  reasons, the company hails and re- centers its 
explicitly valued audience of  direct market retailers and their customers with claims 
about focusing on “core Marvel characters” and star (i.e., white) creators.21

This reliance on retailer pre- order sales data is not unique to Marvel; despite 
the availability of  NPD BookScan data and various attempts to collect consumer 
purchase (“sell- through”) data from specialty retailers, there does not appear to be 
significant momentum to improve the granularity of  comics sales data or change 
what data influences decisions about series cancellations. As this brief  case study of  
Marvel’s rhetoric around sales data and diverse comics illustrates, the direct mar-
ket structure and resultant ambiguous sales figures provide comics publishers with 
malleable data that can easily fit seemingly contradictory narratives about how racial 
diversity is good or bad for business. Comics publishers can experiment with repre-
sentation of  race and diverse voices in their attempts to attract new audiences but 
can also disavow any implications of  racism in their decisions about which characters 
and creators to promote.
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making and inter- industry relationships, and how these decisions impact repre-
sentations of race in film, television, and comics.

Part 2,” ICv2, January 15, 2018, https://icv2.com/articles/markets/view/39360/top-1000-comics-2017-
part-2; “Top 1000 Graphic Novels— 2017, Part 2,” ICv2, January 15, 2018, https://icv2.com/articles 
/markets/view/39358/top-1000-graphic-novels-2017-part-2; and “Top 1000 Graphic Novels— 2018,” 
ICv2, January 16, 2019, https://icv2.com/articles/markets/view/42260/top-1000-graphic-novels-2018.

19  NPD BookScan data for March 2018 shows World of Wakanda as the ninth bestselling superhero 
graphic novel of the month, with six other Black Panther volumes, five written or co- written by Coates, 
in the top twenty. See Brigid Alverson, “March 2018 NPD BookScan— Top 20 Superhero, Manga, Author 
Graphic Novels,” ICv2, April 12, 2018, https://icv2.com/articles/markets/view/40151/march-2018-npd 
-bookscan-top-20-superhero-manga-author-graphic-novels.

20  Todd Allen, “Analyzing Marvel’s May Sales: There Are Two Different Marvels and One’s Selling a Whole 
Lot Better,” The Beat, June 29, 2017, https://www.comicsbeat.com/analyzing-marvels-may-sales-there 
-are-two-different-marvels-and-ones-selling-a-whole-lot-better/.

21  Marvel’s former editor- in- chief facetiously answered a question about Black writers writing Black 
characters by saying he offers these characters to white star writer Brian Michael Bendis first; howev-
er, given the number of titles Bendis writes for Marvel and his acclaim as the creator of Black/Puerto 
Rican Spider- Man Miles Morales, this joke may land a bit flat. See Rich Johnston, “Marvel’s Axel Alonso 
Is the Last Thing from a SJW— But Is Korean?,” Bleeding Cool News and Rumors, October 8, 2016,  
https://www.bleedingcool.com/2016/10/08/marvels-axel-alonso-last-thing-sjw-korean/.




